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So I 'think you will -find that ».ve are oLuite different, toeing more urban

centres that you visited, in -fact that contrast became more eyideni? the

first week/ when Max Starkloff visited us.r the -first day I was on the

job. Me immediately sensed some real differences between some of the

things that he talked about and what we knew we were going to deal.with
here. Because I have lived in New Mexico for 13 years, and there is

just tremendous differences between that and St Louis.r I grew up 60

mi les outside St Louis, so I know*

JE s Did you -find he was basing his ideas on St Louis

Some of it« It was pointed out to him toy several staff members that

we are dealing with something .just entirely different. Me are a. small

city, we have a big mixture o-P cultures here, we have indians, Spanish

Americans, Anglos, hippies, artists, we have everything, and to some

point I think we take some pride in being able to allow that all to

exist,not to say that there are not problems, because there surely are.

But most o-P us in this kind of business really work hard at keeping
that as positive as possib le» . . » ». . » « I-P we are going to influence

people to consider the needs of the disabled, we are going to have to

go about it in a K^ry persuasive sndi alliance kind of way. Because

- all of us who first came together in March, we needed the programme, we

\-J needed each other, we did not know how that was going to evolve«
Well, we bx^^* sti 11 K^^ry young, we sr'& only six months down the road, we

have already worked out a. lot of those kinds of issues« I think our

«luota on the staff has been pretty much half disabled and half able

bodied. On the initial team, there are five people on the team. The

team is Tom, who is knocking at the door «»..»»»»« , he is a. «tuad, Jean

is a *tuad, ........ who is blind, Andy who is able bodied, and myself,

I ssf\ able bodied, ..«..«... is able bodied, so we have a. mixture

......... for the most part we feel it is important that there foe a

work ing interact ion re 1at ionship toetween afoIe tood ied Br\d d isah led.

One of the feelings that we got from Max was that it would certainly foe

preferable if we w&\~'& all disabled. My own personal philosophy does

not align with that, and I could not work here ....

JE s He does not run his centre that way

He doesn't? That is interesting

JE s A lot of people in key positions sjt^^f disabled, but there is ciuite

^> an ablefoodied staff there, admin staff most of them, but still they
could not function without that kind of backup ...... same in Berkeley,

again the key people are disabled

Carol and I wondered at first how we ever would have got off the ground

if she and I had not been here, foecause there were tremendous problems

at that time. Vo lande could not see. Gene did not have a. lift in his

^Bnx he had to foe lifted in and out of his ^Br\a We were scratching

our heads a. lot and trying to sort out a lot of these issues, and

dealing with our own feelings in the staff. I feel %.^ry good about

that, it has certainly really come together, it is not perfect

JE. How did the centre start here

Actually, it came from a person in the admin at DVR, he met Bill, he is

from DVR ......... a woman that was above him actually generated the

whole thing, oversawthe writing of the whole thing ..........

..........

JE s I expect that is what Max was suspicious of

The grant was not awarded to DVR, it was awarded to M&w Vistas, she
wrote the grant ..»«»«»».««« New Vistas is an organisation that has
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been here about 18 years, that serves the development-ally disabled, so
they got it. We are pretty much independent of them geographically,
we are serving a. different population, however we do have a crossing of
clients at times. Everyone who came to this programme had Yia'jar been

involved in Hew Vistas before, except Andy. He had been doing some

evaluation work with New Vistas.

JEs So who laid the framework, who advertised for you

Hew Vistas. there is an executive director and an associate director.

The assiciate director i.uas incharge of getting us off the ground.

They first hired Karen, and Karen ar\di the associate director did*
Karen has really effectively guided us through a. lot of the rocky

times.

JEs So were clients referred to you or did they find you themselves

A combination of both things. There was a list from DVR, like their

1979 clients, we went through that list and we wrote all those people

letters and brochures. Then u.»e did a lot of community relations, just

to make peop le aware of us

^w^ JEs What kind of response have you had from the community

It has been slou.«, but it is beginning to happen more and more

JEs How about fund raising

Me Br'a K^any fortunate, we ana funded for this yaan,r but we are going to

have to start doing that soon. I know the funding is not going to

last for ever. It is the next thing we ana going to have to tackle, I

know it is real hard. I as\\ not interested in that kind of thing

......

JE s Te11 me about what you do

I see clients on an individual basis. I run two groups, one of

disabled people, and one, that is coming soon, of family members of

disabled people. I have a particular interest in that. I also do

some work at a hospice in A lber^uer«=tue, I run that kind of group of

family members of dying people. When this request came from one of
^•' the family members I just really liked the idea. The group has just

been a real positive experience, to most, for the most part most of the

disabled people are homefoound, require a lot of physical care, for
example, two of them are, most of them ana road accident, forain injury,
whose potential for employment or rehabilitation in the community is

pretty rare. The responsibility for their care has fallen to these

people, what I have found is that their involvement is unique ... the
guilt that they feel for the times that they do go out and enjoy

themselves. I think with my nursing background I just have a natural

interest in that kind of thing, I have a lot of experience of ........

The clients that I see individually ar-a those in a. transition to IL,

and that is a real joy, to take them arid start out from where they ana
now, and see down the road, how we can iuork together, that is a real

special thing

JEs How aa^y is that here, there seem to foe a lot of architectural

barriers

Santa Fe is terrible. There is a lot of impetus in the last couple of

months. The ......s wife has been chairman of a committee to do a.

survey of the city, and that has just been concluded, and that is going

to put a. lot of pressure on people to do things, and that is because of

IVDP. I hope, if you come back to Santa Fe in two years time, you
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will see a. lot of improvements. For the most part, I think, a^- a.

group when we meet together, we have to choose a place that is
accessible, it is a real good education, it is a. real positive

experience. I really feel that in Santa Fe it is a. matter of

education. Also, we got to talk to the businesses, it is a real

tourist town, and if we want to keep that up we have got to pay

attention to the needs of the disabled

JE« Hotels ana a problem in Santa Fe ... »% extensive discussions on

hotels). What is the attendant care situation here

Ask Tom ..... ............ ........... .........

Max told me he did not believe in therapeutic counselling and I do,

they only believe in peer counselling, and it made me really pause for

thought, having just taken a job here. I believe in a who listic

approach to a person, and I believe that first of all you and I ana
human, and I believe that both you and I have suffered, maybe in

different ways, but we can spaak: across that. I think it is real

important that I am here, and I ax\\ real glad to be here

JE. I understand Max's point of view because of the past ....... but

^J I also agree with you regarding a wholistic approach

There ana some situations where I am totally inappropriate because I

cannot do paan counselling

JE« I feel you should have a peer counsellor with you, that way you

would have a who I listic

There is a lot of exchange of clients, so that is the way we approach

it
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